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Grounding

Grounding Activity
- Strategy #1

Brings our awareness to the body physically

Can help to release stress and tension

Increases awareness to our own physical responses and guide our reactions 
appropriately

Can be used to help calm and focus

Can be done several times over the day to reset
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The Path

Objectives
• Learn the neuroscience of trauma and its impact on our 

students

• Explore the difference between behaviour and sensory 
needs

• Develop a plan to create a sensory and trauma informed 
classroom for you and your students

• Explore strategies and tools to promote regulation, 
relationships and learning

Agreements

• Grace

• Learn like a student

• Engagement

• Honor your experience

• Confidentiality
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What is Trauma?

• Trauma is the response to the perceived life threatening or 
overwhelming experiences.

• We become traumatized when our ability to respond to a 
perceived threat is in some way overwhelmed.

• It  results in  a loss of connection to ourselves, to our bodies, to 
our friends and family, to others and to the world around us.

Peter Levine – Healing Trauma 2008

Causes of Trauma

More Obvious

• Abuse

• Neglect

• Violence

• Catastrophic illness or injury

• War

• Rape

Less Obvious

• Invasive medical procedures

• Minor injuries

• Accidents

• Natural disasters

• Illness

• Being left alone

• Birth stress
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Being an Anchor

We anchor in our Core Values: 

IF AN ADULT BELIEVES…

• They are damaged, bad, 
broken. 

• The damage is done and 
cannot be changed

• Focus on areas of weakness

• They “seem fine.”

THE CHILD BELIEVES…

• I am damaged. 

• I am bad.

• It will never get better.

• I am stupid and lazy.

• I am fine.

• I don’t need you.

When adults believe…

• They have had a normal reaction to an abnormal situation

• Believe in the Power of plasticity

• that EVERYONE has strengths and capacities

• Relationships Talents
• Personal strengths Interests
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The child then believes…

➢I am having a normal reaction to an abnormal 
situation.

➢I can learn and grow.

➢I can depend on others and they can depend on me.

➢I have strengths, talents and support.

Pause and Reflect

Julie was late for school again. When the teacher asked if 
she had a late slip, she ignored the question, rolled her eyes 
and sat in the back row (not where she was in the seating 
arrangement.) Julie put her head down on the desk and 
started picking at her nails. The teacher carried on with the 
lesson and then called on Julie to answer a question. Julie 
jumped up, told the teacher to “go ______ herself” and 
walked out.

Responses -
a)Ignore the behaviour. I assume she is having a tough day and we will try again 

tomorrow.

b)Ask Julie to come chat with me at lunch. Let her know I don’t feel great about 
how things went and I want to make it better.

c)Call Julie’s parents and let them know about her behavior. This is a bigger issue 
than the school can handle.

d)Give Julie additional assignments before she is allowed back in class. I know that 
she has missed so much school and her grades are falling.

e)Talk to administration and suggest an in school suspension. I am tired of this 
student disrupting my class, swearing at me and being disrespectful.
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Think of  as many reasons as possible why Julie might be late.

Reflect on Julie’s actions – do you see hints of  downstairs brain?

Reflect on the teacher’s actions – what might be triggering for the 

teacher? What might be her worries, fears or frustrations?

How might the teacher have adjusted her reaction to support 

Julie?

“You might never know my 
story.”

“I am more than my story.”

Beacon House 
Therapeutic Services 
and Trauma Team

Children’s brain develop from 
the bottom up

www.beaconhouse.org.uk
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How the Brain Works

Prefrontal Cortex: “Quarterback”/ Coach
• Executive function, planning complex cognitive behaviors, 

personality, decision-making, social behavior

Amygdala: “Security guard”
• FIGHT, FLIGHT OR FREEZE

• Encodes emotional message for long term storage

Hippocampus: Saver of memories 
• Compares new learning to past learning

• Working memory to long-term storage 

How trauma 
affects the  brain
• Development may be 

interrupted or impacted by 
trauma 

• Increased activity in brainstem 
and limbic system –
hypersensitive arousal system

• Increased activity in amygdala 

• Less activity in MPFC 

Van der Kolk (2014) The Body Keeps the Score

Lateral 
Integration

• Not one neural fibre 
runs from the 
amydala to the left 
side of the brain.

• Right side develops 
first before language

May not be copied or distributed without written persmission of the 

presenter.

It isn’t what we say but how we say it.
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In the classroom…
• Hypersensitive 

• Low tolerance for stress - explosive

• Hyposensitive – shut down

• Challenges with attention and focus

• Difficulty with relationships 

• Learning difficulties

• Executive functioning challenges

• Aggression

• Controlling

Koomar, J. A. (2009, December). Trauma- and attachment-informed 
sensory integration assessment and intervention. Sensory Integration 
Special Interest Section Quarterly, 32(4), 1–4. 

Behavior

Support network

Fear

Beliefs

Development

Stressors

The 3 Rs: Reaching the 
Learning Brain

Beacon House 
Therapeutic Services and 
Trauma Team

Dr. B. Perry

Goal of Regulation:
To enter and remain in 
the Window of Tolerance
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Still Face Experiment –
Child Development Unit, Harvard University. 
Dr. Edward Tronick

Regulate First

May not be copied or distributed without written persmission of the 

presenter.

The Power of Coregulation

Baby Hears Dad
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Coregulate
• Recognize your own cues and responses to 

stress

• Body language

• Tone of voice

• Facial expression

• Posture

• Breathing

• Triggers

• Reactions 

• Explore techniques that work for you to 
reset or relax – mini breaks, routines, brain 
dump, exercise, yoga, meditation, time with 
friends

Attuning and Coregulating

• Get to the same physical level or slightly 
lower

• Lean in

• Open posture

• Relaxed muscle tone

• Slow rate of speech

• Lower tone of voice (take a breath, gently 
hum or sigh to release)

• Mirror gestures and expressions

Signs our 
Lids may be 
Twitchy

• Fight – complaining, confrontational, quick 
to react, 

• Flight – missing appointments, missing 
deadlines, not returning calls or emails, 
procrastination

• Freeze – overwhelm, I don’t know what I did 
all day. 
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May not be copied or distributed without written persmission 
of the presenter.

Strategies to get Lids Back on

• Create routines to check in with ourselves
• Alarms on your phone

• Visual reminders 

• Routines to check in on teams
• How are you doing?

• Everybody has somebody on a very regular basis.

If we are stuck in 
survival mode

• We might feel isolated or unsupported

“No one cares as much as I do.”

• Quick to react

• Slow to trust or ask for help.
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Interoception

Body Thoughts Emotions Actions

BODY

EMOTION
SAD EXCITED HUNGRY SICK AFRAID

ACTION

Going to the gym

BODY:

Tense

Nauseous

butterflies

Thoughts:

I’m too old

This is hard

I am weak

Emotions:

Sad

Depressed

Anxious

Actions:

Go to the GYM?!?
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Going to the gym

BODY:

Tense

Nauseous

butterflies

REGULATE:

Eat

Breathe

Listen to music

Thoughts:

I’m getting stronger.

This takes time.

I am proud of 
myself.

Emotions:

Hopeful

Encouraged

Actions:

Go to the GYM!

Quitting a ‘bad’ habit

BODY:

Muscles Relaxed

Body Calm 

= REGULATED

Thoughts:

I’m am enjoying this.

I like the 
environment, 

people.

Emotions:

Happy

Guilty?
Actions:

Stop doing this?

Choose a 
Destination.

How Do I Want to Feel?

versus 

What do I need to do?

At home

At work

With friends
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Environment

• Safe spaces – chill corner

• Lighting

• Seating

• Position in the room

• Environmental noise

• Smells

Routines and Regulation

Myhomework app                                               Choiceworks

Balance Structure and Nurture

• If you give structure when they need nurture… they lose 
TRUST

• If you give nurture when they need structure…we limit 
learning and GROWTH

Compassion and structure are not exclusive.
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Ben is in kindergarten. He started the school year late. He says that his 
dad left and he has a new dad now and a baby sister but he doesn’t 
remember her name. He has a really hard time with any sort of play 
where he is around other kids. He will take toys and will hit or bite 
when others come close. In the hallway he randomly hits other kids 
that he doesn’t even know that aren’t doing anything at all. He will 
apologize but it doesn’t seem sincere because he will go back and do it 
again. We have tried time outs, loss of recess and tell him that other 
kids won’t want to be his friend. Kids are scared of him, parents are 
complaining and I feel at a loss. Some days I just hope they move 
away. 

• REGULATE: Do you see where Ben might be showing 
sensory sensitivities? What are the clues? Think of 2-3 
strategies to help support Ben’s regulation

• RELATE: How can we support the development of positive 
relationships while keeping Ben and the other students 
safe?

• REASON: What messages might Ben be getting from the 
current approaches to his behaviour?

Take a deep breath…

• 5 finger breathing

• Blow out the candles

• Ping pong blow

• Light as a feather

• Bubbles

• Hoberman sphere
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Sound

Reset

• Guess that sound game

• Sound memory game

• Mom and baby game 

• Pass a sound

• Listen to a story and focus on 
a certain word or sound

Adapt

• Background noise

• Music through headphones

• Noise cancelling headphones

• Familiar music or sounds

Visual Supports
Reset

• Memory games

• Noticing your surroundings

• I spy Games

• Silent ball

• Charades/silent movies

• Calming jar

Adapt

• Highlighters to organize visual 
input

• Visual schedules and lists

• Seating location

• Color coded materials

• Routines for organization

• Comforting, familiar pictures

Scent

• Scent and the amygdala

• Scent and memory

• Food smells

• Lotion

• Soaps/fragrances

• Scent and emotional 
memory
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Movement

• Repetitive

• Rhythmical

• Relational

• Rewarding

• Respectful

• Relevant

• Resisted

Dr. B. Perry 

Brainstem Regulation

• Drumming

• Music

• Walking, hiking

• Dancing

• Yoga

• Catch

• Swimming

• Wave games

• Weight lifting

• Heavy work – sweeping, 
shovelling

• Sensory play – dump, pour, 
scoop

Touch and 
pressure

• Relationship and touch

• Light touch and deep pressure

• Lycra

• Weighted blankets and toys
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Learn the Language of Your Body

Discharge 
physical 
energy

RELATIONSHIP

• Connect… to our bodies

• Connect… to our surroundings

• Connect… to the present

• Connect… to others

Connection is the key to healing
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Activity
1. Think of a task that you need to 
do at work. 

2. Brainstorm 2-3 words that 
describe how you want to feel to 
be able to do that task well.

3. Explore what you could do to 
help elicit those feelings before or 
while completing the task itself?

Let’s take this same 
idea home…

• Think of one task you need 
to or want to do at home?

• How do you want to feel 
while you are there?

• Are there things you can do 
to support this feeling?

“Hope is the embrace of the unknown…

It’s the belief that what we do matters, 

even though how, who and what it may impact 

are not the things we can know beforehand.”

Solnit 2016
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“I am Crazy about that kid! But it isn’t enough…”

• Rejection

• Anger

• Chaos

• Hurting others

• Stealing

• Damaging property

Classroom Connections: Hear the Story

• Precious Video Clip • Be the calm in their storm

• Set the tone of classroom to 
vulnerability and safety

• Provide opportunities for connection; 
journals, check in

Social 
competence 

Self Regulation

Coregulation

Development of Regulation
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Chloe
Chloe is a 10 year old girl who was adopted at birth. She has been 
participating in a social skills group to help her make friends. In the group, 
we often make  crafts and play group games. Sara often rushes through the 
activity and teases the other kids about being slow or says hers is better 
than theirs. When this has resulted in tears or anger in the other students, 
she tells them to stop being a baby and laughs.

What might be some initial goal areas and strategies to support Chloe

Bottom hand
NURTURING
EMOTIONAL LANGUAGE
“I UNDERSTAND”
GENEROUSITY
RIGHT BRAIN

Top hand
BOUNDARIES 
CLEAR EXPECTATIONS
CHOICES 
LEFT BRAIN

Balanced Approach to BIG conversations

Relationships – Manipulation and Control

Predictability

Control

https://empoweredtoconnect.org/resources/how-do-i-handle-manipulation-control/
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The River 

Dan Siegel –

The Whole Brain Child

Chaos

Rigidity
Flow

• Raised eyebrows

• Wrinkled nose

• Touching face or hair

• Bringing hands to midline   

(mouth, nose or 
genitals)

• Microexpressions

• Fidgetting

• Yawning

• Tight muscles

• Tense voice or raised pitch

• Leaning back

• Moving backward

• Wide eyes, dilated or 
pinpoint pupils

• Shifting eye gaze

Signs of Dysregulation

Good Will Hunting
2:12

Pursuit of Happiness Clip
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Activity

Think of a task you may not 
enjoy doing – housework, 
cooking, paying bills, going 
to work, exercising

Why do you do it?

Interdependence

• I can rely on others

• Others can rely on me

• We are in this together

• Its ok to need help

• If I make a mistake I can learn 
from it

• I can trust others to guide me

• I’m responsible to the group.

Independence

• I can do it myself

• Others should do it themselves

• It is weak to need help

• If I make a mistake, it is failure

• I can’t rely on others

• I’m only responsible for myself

Independence to Interdependence

• What is important to your client or loved one?

• Whose opinion matters to them?

• How do they want to be perceived?

• What are their dreams for themselves?
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Building Community

• I am responsible to others.

• I know how I want to be perceived and 
thought of.

• I can delay my own immediate comfort for the 
greater good – and I am proud of that.

Roles and Occupations
• To have a sense of purpose gives our lives meaning.
• What are the roles and occupations of your student

➢Athlete - team
➢Artist
➢Caregiver
➢Musician
➢Assistant

➢Share stories of empathy and resilience
➢Build community – sports, clubs, follow their strengths and 

interests

➢Karen Purvis TBRI

Teaching the Skills of 
Interdependence

• Sharing my thoughts and 
feelings with others instead of 
reacting in fight or flight

• Building responsibility
• Shared chores, meals, 

projects

• Gifts, crafts, art
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Healthy Endings

• How do we end or change a 
relationship?

• Teachers, foster care, friends, therapists

• Sharing honest feelings and outcomes

• Discuss the “new” situation and clear 
expectations

Summary of Strategies

• Provide HOPE

• Coregulate – Bottom up

• Connect before you correct

• Focus on the state before the behavior

• Provide safety and stability

• Ensure basic needs are met (sleep, food, connection)

• Nurture yourself

Look for strengths and encourage meaningful roles and occupations

Be the Anchor Ltd.
Lacombe AB

www.betheanchor.ca

• Offering parent and  professional trainings around regulation, 
relationship, trauma informed practices and leadership.

To the Stars Occupational Therapy & Wellness 
Centre
Lacombe AB

P 403.786.0006

www.tothestars.ca

• Offering children and youth groups for regulation and social 
development.

• Offering occupational therapy and psychology.

Follow us on Facebook and Instagram and join our newsletters for 
upcoming events and programs.
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